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Chapter 961: "Code-L's True Ability" 

This one roar took a lot of Code-L's energy and it was actually more lethal than the Godfather's 

dominance ability! 

The golden dragon was hit hard and it started to groan in pain. 

"Argghhh!!" 

Its body slowly crumbled into paper cuts, returning to its initial form– shredded paper. 

It took Code-L only a few minutes to kill this fake golden dragon while also affecting the other three 

people at the same time. 

The tiger roar was too much for the two kids, especially Xander. 

Xander could actually use Code-L's roar to be his weapon and attack Code-L with her own roar that had 

been transformed into lethal weapons or skills. 

But this could happen only if Xander could withstand the roar's first attack. 

Sadly, he couldn't. 

No matter what, he's just five years old. Even Ainsley also couldn't withstand Code-L's roar if she were 

here. 

Xander, who was much more sensitive to sound and sound waves than other people was the first one to 

be affected. 

His eardrums kept ringing, and it almost bled. The worst thing was...he fainted within seconds. 

Brugh! 

The little boy fell to the floor, and the young man hastily caught his body. 

"Xander!" 

The young man was terrified this time. He had never encountered a battle where Xander fainted within 

seconds like this. 

Even the little girl couldn't bear the tiger roar attack and fainted a few minutes after Xander fainted. 

Brugh. 

"Yoona!" 

The young man still held Xander in his arm but he also hurriedly caught Yoona with his other hand. 

He didn't care whether Code-L would launch another attack or not but he cared more about the two 

kids. 

Although the three of them didn't have any blood relationship.... 



Ever since they were assigned to be in the same team in the organization, they have long regarded each 

other as their blood-related family. 

Nial couldn't just watch his two 'siblings' faint like that! 

Seeing the three people who had long lost this short battle, Code-L just snorted and waved her hand, 

creating a cage for the three people. 

"This great me told you it's useless to run away. Tsk. So troublesome." 

Code-L easily imprisoned the three core members of that organisation, and that made Nial almost think 

of committing suicide. 

No. He couldn't let this savage beast torture his two siblings. If they were tortured, how could he be 

worthy of being their older brother? 

But even when Nial wanted to commit a suicide, he couldn't. 

Code-L's cage blocked their abilities and also made them unable to harm themselves, much less run 

away from the cage. 

They were just like a helpless monkey inside the cage, ready to be at their master's mercy. 

Only then did Nial understand just how scary a sacred beast that was about to be a legendary beast was. 

No wonder the organization was so obsessed with having a sacred beast that was about to be a 

legendary beast. 

They actually also had two sacred beasts on par with Code-L but it was impossible for Nial to get the 

sacred beasts to follow him on this mission. 

That's why he failed his mission and even got caught. 

The organization's networks weren't that fast. 

They didn't know that Code-L already came out of the prairie and even protected Ainsley without being 

contracted! 

Nial knew that he couldn't do anything anymore. The battle ended up so fast that he doubted his ability 

for once. 

Still, he could send a hidden message to the people at the organization, giving them a warning. 

Nial used all of his strength to send a secret code to his organization using a special hidden tool 

underneath his skin. 

[SOS. Mission failed. Code-L has already come out, and she's protecting target A! We are all caught.] 

Target A was Ainsley and target B was Blair. It was such a coincidence, but well, it fit them well. 

After sending the message, Nial gave up on trying to run away and just sat inside the cage, waiting for 

the right moment to run away. 

He didn't believe he couldn't escape with his two siblings. 



There must be a way, a loophole or something that he could use. 

At the same time, Code-L, who had just caught the three people, turned back into her cat form and 

jumped onto the rooftop. 

Who said that this battle was easy? She emptied out more than half of her energy, okay? 

She blocked the deformed space attack before solely using her ability to manipulate a small space 

around her. 

This ability allowed her to control the space around herself, preventing others from harming her. 

She got this ability because she stayed in the prairie for too long and subconsciously comprehended the 

mystery behind the prairie. 

The prairie itself was a separate dimension that involved the law of space. 

The prairie was created by her predecessor, the former white tiger who gave her this white tiger 

bloodline. 

Now, she also comprehended a little bit of space law and in the future, her ability would be way 

stronger. 

Then, she could create barriers, cages, and so on...simply because her main ability was related to the 

light element, a.k.a granting people's wishes. 

She could grant her own wishes too! 

And the price was only depleting her energy by a lot and keeping her human form in her loli state. 

It wasn't as dangerous as Ainsley's luck manipulation ability simply because this ability was a unique 

bloodline ability of the white tiger beast. 

That's how Code-L could give Grandpa Yofan and the other elders a superb ability in exchange for their 

freedom. 

Every time she granted a wish, it was followed with a suitable price. 

And the price had to be paid by the person whose wish was granted! 

Chapter 962: "The Humiliated Code-L" 

As for what kind of price the person whose wish was fulfilled had to pay… 

For example, to conjure a cage out of nowhere and trapped these three people, Code-L had to sacrifice 

some of her belly fur! 

That's her belly fur! The softest and fluffiest fur she had! 

Code-L secretly rubbed her belly fur while crying in her heart. 

Ahhhh, damn these three b*tches. 

If she had to conjure cages out of nowhere every so often, she might not have any belly fur in the future. 



She would be a bald cat and a bald tiger! 

Code-L was so frightened that she slowly licked her belly fur to ensure it was still thick and wouldn't be 

bald anytime soon. 

After Code-L caught the three people, the Godfather had also caught Vanessa. 

But he really felt pity for the golden ropes Code-L threw at the three people in the beginning. 

Nial's space ability already destroyed it... 

Thank God the cage Code-L made after that sealed Nial's ability which means the three people became 

ordinary people inside the cage. 

So, the Godfather also left Vanessa to Code-L and slowly returned to his spirit state– transparent and 

intangible. 

[Thank you for your hard work.] 

The proud Godfather didn't hesitate to bow his head in front of Code-L and even acted humbly. 

Code-L had lived longer than him and she could actually be called his elder. 

Code-L twisted her cat body and nodded at the Godfather. 

[Let's rest here first for a few minutes, and then we go back to Jake's mansion.] 

Vanessa also had been caught without any resistance. So, they could replenish their energy first before 

they went back. 

Code-L believed that she had to transform into her human form to drag these hostages! 

But transforming to her human form took some of her energy, and right now, she was too exhausted. 

It's been a while since she last fought someone in her human form. 

Ahhh, it's really not as convenient as when she's fighting in her beast form! 

The Godfather agreed to Code-L's request, and after resting for almost an hour, the two finally departed 

to Jake's mansion. 

On the way back, Code-L once again used her wish-fulfilling ability to disguise the hostages so that no 

passersby could see them. 

They would see a loli strolling around the city with an empty birdcage in her right hand. 

Perfect! 

The duo finally arrived at Jake's mansion when it was near tea-time. 

They immediately visited the garden where Jake and the others usually hold their tea-time and surprised 

the people in the garden. 

Jake and Ainsley were discussing the strategy used in the upcoming cleaning up operation when they 

suddenly saw a loli around ten years old with white twin-tail hair walking toward them. 



The loli's clothes and appearance was really too eye-catching. Even August and Nalisha couldn't help but 

notice her at first glance. 

"Who are you?!" Jake was the first one to react. 

He raised his vigilance, thinking that this loli was an intruder that even his guards couldn't catch. 

Nalisha and August were also like that. 

Each of them stood up and blocked Ainsley, afraid that the intruder would suddenly attack them. 

The loli looked harmless, but all three adults could feel a faint pressure coming from this loli. 

This loli is not simple! 

Everyone's nerves were tense. Only Bello and Cellino kept their calm. 

Oh, isn't that loli...their dear boss? That's Code-L! 

And Ainsley was also not panicking because she saw the Godfather next to the loli. 

In that instant, she deduced the loli's true identity. 

She must be Code-L in her human form! 

This was the first time Ainsley saw a sacred beast's human form and couldn't help but be in awe. 

The baby's eyes twinkled as she scanned Code-L from head to toe. 

This cat's human form…surprisingly, had a good vibe to be the Irregular Tamer's loli guild founder! 

Actually, Ainsley had always been a little afraid of Code-L, simply because she's too strong and scary. 

But looking at her human form now...Ainsley suddenly felt that Code-L might not be that scary? 

Unfortunately, the other people in the garden didn't know Code-L's true identity and thought she was 

an intruder. 

Jake and the others treated her harshly, and spark already flew around happily. 

The smell of gunpowder was already in the air, and maybe if one party made a move, an intense battle 

would immediately start. 

Before everyone misunderstood Code-L and even attacked her, Ainsley hurriedly tugged Jake's hand and 

explained the truth. 

"Don't fight, dad! That big sis is Code-L's human form! I saw the Godfather spirit next to her. It must be 

Code-L in her human form!" 

Cellino and Bello also quickly testified. 

"Yes, yes, it is Code-L, nyaaa!" 

"Awooo!" 



Cellino couldn't speak the human language just yet, so he could only howl surely, just like a wolf cub. 

Hearing Ainsley and the two sacred beasts' explanation, the three people in the garden almost fell from 

their seats. 

What? That loli is Code-L's human form? 

For God's sake...who would have thought that such a powerful sacred beast's human form would be a 

loli?! 

Even Zev, who was floating around Ainsley, suddenly fell into deep contemplation. 

Maybe the baby supremacy system he tailored for Ainsley had been made for someone else...such as 

Code-L. 

That's why her appearance was forever loli! 

If Code-L heard what Zev said, she would surely find him and tear him to pieces. 

Who would want to be a loli? 

She's a great ancestor, and her age has crossed the 500 years benchmark! 

She's already a grandma, okay? Why would she want to look like a cute little girl? 

Although the little girl's appearance was not that young, her appearance was still like a cute loli... 

Ah, ah, this is so humiliating! 

Chapter 963: "Private Discussion" 

Code-L pursed her lips and restrained her tyrannical thoughts to eliminate the eyewitness in front of 

her. 

For now, she had something more urgent to take care of. 

The loli immediately put the disguised cage not far from the tea table and slowly took off the disguise. 

On the way to Jake's mansion, she also stuffed Vanessa into the cage, making the already small cage 

even more cramped. 

Thankfully the other two people in the cage were just kids, and they didn't occupy too much space. 

Otherwise, Code-L would have to expand the cage, which meant using her wish-fulfillment ability again. 

The price for that? 

Her belly fur! 

Her beautiful and silky fur! 

Code-L took a deep breath amidst the four people's stunned faces at the cage's sudden appearance with 

four people inside. 

Without further ado, she introduced the 'hostages' solemnly. 



"The woman is Vanessa, the ability thief that stole Lil Brat's ability. We can force her to return the stolen 

ability before this day ends." 

Then, Code-L looked at the three people in the cage and concealed some facts about them, only 

intending to tell the truth when she was alone with Ainsley. 

"The three other people...as you have guessed. They're the customers who want to buy the stolen 

charm ability from this b*tch." 

Code-L didn't control her language politeness and openly called Vanessa a b*tch. 

If they didn't know that the loli was actually a sacred beast, Vanessa would have long fainted from 

anger. 

Being cursed by a loli...how humiliating! 

Ainsley listened to Code-L's short introduction but somehow, she felt that the cat was hiding something. 

If the three customers were just normal customers, there was no need to bring them here. 

Although they were malicious by deliberately targeting her charm ability, many other people were like 

that. 

They're just lucky they succeeded. 

So...the three people's identities should be quite sensitive and Code-L didn't want to reveal it in front of 

Nalisha, August and Jake. 

Well, well, if that's the case, just let it be. 

"Okay. Thank you for helping me, Code-L." 

Ainsley looked at Code-L's human form and really thought that she could do some cosplay with that 

appearance... 

But Ainsley hid her thoughts and thanked the cat sincerely. 

"When can we get back my charm ability? It should be done today, right?" 

Because today was the last day of the deadline. 

Oh, wait, even if it exceeded today, the ability would return to her unless the ability had already entered 

someone else's energy core. 

Still, tomorrow was the beginning of the beast and monster tide. 

Just this morning, she received reports from the staff in charge of this cleaning up mission and got some 

insight into the current situation outside of the city wall. 

The restless wild beasts and monsters had appeared miles away from the capital city, and it would arrive 

within the attack range at dawn. 

The dawn team and the morning team would have to be ready for tomorrow's mission. 



Ainsley knew that she wouldn't necessarily enter the battlefield and fight on her own, but without her 

charm ability, she felt less secure. 

Now that they could get it back, why not? 

Thus, that very same hour, Code-L forced Vanessa to return the charm ability to Ainsley. 

But this wasn't the end. 

The group gathered in the living room, circling the four people inside the cage. 

Code-L looked at the three people aside from Vanessa and snorted. 

"We don't need to sympathize with these three." 

"They're all malicious. They deliberately hire Vanessa to steal Lil Brat's special ability." 

Ainsley and the others knew that although the other party had two kids, they couldn't be 

underestimated. 

Especially when Code-L told Ainsley and the others all about the three people's abilities, including the 

kids. 

"These kids are all dual ability users. The boy has abilities related to sound, and the girl has abilities 

related to visual art, such as drawing, painting, doodles, and so on." 

The two kids had such unique abilities that Ainsley and the others were shocked. 

"Sound-related abilities and visual art-related abilities...how old are they?" 

Ainsley looked at the silent kids inside the cage and didn't know what to feel. 

It turned out there were some people who were as talented as her without the help of the system... 

"The kids are all five years old and will soon turn six. They're the same age as the little daughter of the 

Aretha Family, " 

Code-L answered while swaying her calves. The little girl was sitting on the sofa, slurping milk tea with a 

face full of pleasure. 

Ahhh, milk tea is good. It will be better if there is boba topping... 

Code-L hid her childish thoughts and focused on the three people aside from Vanessa. 

Since the next topic would be sensitive, Code-L looked at Jake, Nalisha and August with squinted eyes. 

"I have to talk alone with the Lil brat. Can the three of you go away? It'll only take around 15 minutes." 

Jake and the others didn't dare to disobey the sacred beast who could already transform into her human 

form. 

Jake was the first one to stand up and run out of the living room. 

"I'll go now. See you at dinner, Ain!" 



Nalisha and August also left one by one. 

After all, Nalisha had to check the irregular tamer guild members who would fight tomorrow, while 

August had to find Ain's shadow guards. 

As the leader of the shadow guard team, he felt the team was still immature and needed more training 

to be the true elite shadow guards! 

If the guards knew about this, they would all tremble in fright. 

Hello? We have only been trained for a few months or a month at most! 

What do you expect from us?? 

Chapter 964: "Distributing Abilities" 

They have only trained for such a short time. 

How could you expect them to be as good as other people's shadow guards? 

But in the end, they still had to train hard... 

After the three people left the living room, only Ainsley, the three sacred beasts, the two spirits and the 

four people inside the cage were left. 

Code-L was too lazy to exclude Vanessa so she simply used her wish-fulfillment ability to seal Vanessa's 

hearings so she couldn't hear any of their conversations. 

The price to do this...she sacrificed her toe nails! 

Her beautiful, hard and sharp toenail that could destroy almost everything. 

It was now not as long as it used to be…it was cut short by a mysterious power…the rule of this world. 

If the humans heard about this weird exchange, they might wonder what's so sad about losing a toenail? 

Oh, don't be so skeptical. 

A sacred beast's toe nails, especially a sacred beast like her, were extremely precious! 

As precious as her belly fur! 

It was used to play with mice, cat toys, and so on! It was also helpful for digging sand when she wanted 

to pee or something! 

Code-L let out a sigh and suddenly felt that if she continued to use her wish-fulfillment ability to fulfill 

her wish, wouldn't she one day end up bald and have no claws? 

Would she still be a cat then? Or a tiger? 

Maybe she would be an otter instead... 

After lamenting her fate, Code-L returned her focus to the three hostages' situation. 

Since only Ainsley was in this room, she didn't need to conceal anything. 



Code-L felt that maintaining her human form was too exhausting and needed a lot more energy when it 

could be used somewhere else. 

Thus, the little loli slowly shrunk and changed back into her cat form– slim and had thin fur. 

At least thinner than Cellino and Bello who had cloud-like fur. 

The cat jumped to the couch and sat next to Ainsley, looking leisurely as she started to talk. 

"Lil Brat. These three people have a connection with the group of people who once harmed your soul." 

Code-L's second sentence was too much for Ainsley to handle. 

For a while, the baby was stuck in a daze and could only look at Code-L in disbelief. 

What? Vanessa's customers are actually the people from that crazy organization? Really?? 

Ainsley didn't expect that organization to be too stubborn. 

She thought they had given up on her, but it turned out they were aiming for her ability instead?? 

Ainsley took a deep breath and slowly digested this piece of information. 

After she calmed down, the baby looked at Code-L with her blue eyes and nodded. 

"Okay, I understand. Any other information? What should we do with them? Interrogate them?" 

Code-L smiled with satisfaction at Ainsley's reaction and didn't hesitate to nod. 

"Of course. We will interrogate them to find out more about those crazy hunters." 

"Oh, and we can ask that b*tch to steal their abilities and transfer them to your trusted people." 

Code-L grinned, and her sharp cat teeth glinted under the crystal chandelier light. 

Oh, oh, what a sinister idea! 

When the three people heard what Code-L said, they almost fainted. 

"You can't do this!!" Nial was the first one to react strongly. 

He almost stood up and shook the cage with his hands. 

But his hands were tied to his back, so he could only slam the cage with his forehead! 

The two kids were also frightened, but they did nothing but whimper softly. 

They were geniuses indeed, but they were not as experienced as Nial. 

They still depended on Nial whenever they went to do missions– just like now. 

Code-L turned a deaf ear to Nial's desperate shout. Ainsley raised an eyebrow and looked at Nial with 

eyes full of interest. 

"Can't do what? Steal your abilities and give them to other people? Why can't we? Didn't you guys also 

ask Vanessa to do that to me?" 



Ainsley's voice was soft, and her face was still full of smiles, but looking at her like this gave people 

goosebumps. 

It was as if behind her soft tone and sweet smile were sharp swords and poison... 

This was the first time Ainsley saw a member of the crazy hunter organization up close, so it was 

understandable that she wanted to interact with them. 

Even if her interaction would be violent. 

Who told her to despise these people to death? 

If not for their still needing these people's information, Ainsley would have long tortured these people's 

souls. 

Bello had abilities related to souls, which means he could also wound someone else's souls or make their 

souls in pain. 

Ainsley still remembered how painful it was when her soul got wounded, and she couldn't use her luck 

manipulation ability as often as before. 

These people...they also had to experience the same thing as her! 

Ainsley's eyes glinted dangerously, like a hunter about to pounce on their prey. 

The real 'hunters' inside the cage suddenly shuddered. They all had a bad feeling... 

"Okay, okay, Code-L. Let's just extract their information first before we take their abilities." 

Ainsley slowly restrained her tyrannical thoughts and looked at Code-L again with a smile on her face. 

"I'll immediately find the people who will receive their abilities. So, you can start the interrogation now, 

Code-L." 

"Okay." 

Code-L clicked her tongue and felt that she would sacrifice more fur or something since she needed her 

ability to interrogate these people smoothly. 

But Ainsley thought Code-L would be using the traditional interrogation method, a.k.a torture, to extract 

information from these three people. 

Thus, she went out of the room to find suitable people to share the three people's abilities! 

Chapter 965: "Interrogation Result" 

The kids had two abilities each, and the adult one, Nial, had around four abilities. 

So in total, there were eight abilities. 

It was enough for seven people in a team... 

Wait, these abilities would be suitable for the shadow guards...especially Nial's buff ability and Xander's 

sound manipulation ability. 



As for the soul-related abilities of the three people...it was better to give them to people in her inner 

circle. 

Maybe Axelle could receive Yoona's soul-related ability and Nalisha could receive Xander's ability. 

Then for the deforming space ability, winged people transformation and sensitivity to foreign souls... 

Ainsley pondered for a bit and decided to give the deforming space ability to Elliana. 

So far, Elliana wasn't as strong as the other five buds, and she needed an upgrade. 

The winged people transformation could be tossed to other elites in the family. This one wasn't as 

important as other abilities. 

Then, the sensitivity to foreign souls...how about giving it to Jake? 

Actually, Ainsley was afraid of giving these abilities to her people because once they received the 

abilities, they would realize that she had a foreign soul. 

Then, would they fear her or something? Would they betray her? 

This was why Ainsley planned to give the abilities to Nalisha, Axelle and Jake. 

Nalisha still had a soul contract with her related to her irregular tamer ability. 

Even if she wanted to fight her or something, she couldn't. 

So...Nalisha was safe. 

And she was only close to Nalisha recently which means even if Nalisha were disappointed in her or 

feared her, Ainsley wouldn't feel the blow that much. 

But if Elliana was the one who got the ability...Ainsley couldn't imagine what would happen to her. 

Even if she trusted Elliana and believed she would still stand by her side, Ainsley was still terrified of 

some possibilities. 

Knowing that a foreign soul is invading your boss.' body...would they treat her as an alien? 

Or maybe they would want her to return the real Ainsley? 

Even more ironic...Elliana might think that the Ainsley she knew all this time was the real Ainsley, and 

once she saw her foreign soul, she would be treated as the invader. 

When both people were the same and both were foreign souls in the first place. 

Ainsley shook her head and let out a sigh. 

This is why she also chose Axelle to inherit the sound-related soul sensitivity ability. 

After all, Axelle belonged to her when he was a slave, and after he was free, he was still super loyal. 

Not to mention that Axelle was used to being bullied because of his differences with other people. 

In one way or another, it was similar to her, right? 



If Axelle knew that she had a foreign soul and she actually came from another world...maybe Axelle 

would still relate to her and wouldn't scorn her. 

As for choosing Jake... 

Ainsley believed that Jake, who had seen the world much deeper than other people, could accept the 

fact that she was a transmigrator. 

Not to mention that they were father and daughter now. Looking at Jake's attitude toward her, even if 

she was an alien, he would still love her. 

With that, Ainsley chose several people who could receive the abilities and summoned them to the 

capital. 

Because Axelle's identity was special, Ainsley reminded him to change his appearance first by using a 

transformation potion that could be effective for a non-human race like him. 

That day, Axelle, Elliana, and a person from the Sloan Family's higher-ups who would receive the winged 

people transformation ability came to the capital. 

They came straight through Teleportal opened by Jake, and not using an ordinary path. 

After all, the capital city had been locked down because tomorrow, the fierce battle against monsters 

and beasts would start. 

While Ainsley was preparing for tomorrow's battle, Code-L was busy using her wish-fulfillment ability to 

interrogate the three people. 

She used a truth serum to make the three people confess everything they knew to Code-L. 

Of course, Code-L only asked everything they knew that was related to the organization. 

At midnight, after Code-L finished interrogating the three people, she wrote down all the information 

using a laptop and then sent the encrypted file to Ainsley. 

Ainsley had already fallen asleep since ten p.m, but when she received the document, the phone's 

notification woke her up. 

The baby hurriedly rose from her bed and read the document sent by Code-L. 

Because Nial was a core member, he really knew a lot of things, and the data Code-L sent her was 

abundant. 

The information included the people that Nial knew in the organization, their strength, their goal, their 

missions, and so on. 

Looking at the information, this organization was actually huge. 

So big that there were foreign members who often visited the organization's branch in Godlif country... 

And wait. There were even non-human races guests from various races! 

Ainsley was shocked at this important information. 



From Nial's confession, one could see that the organization had many branches all around the world and 

each branch was full of talented and unique ability users. 

Nial mentioned several close friends he had in the organization, and all of them had terrifying or unique 

abilities. 

The overall number of the organization's members in Godlif country was close to 10.000. 

That's even bigger than the Walter Family! Might be on par with the Billios Family! 

Wait. Their size had long surpassed the big guild members– oh no. 

There were several big guilds' important people who were members of this organization! 

Nial knew a lot of people in the organization. 

That's why the list of people he knew, along with their true identities, were all listed– and Ainsley even 

met some of them already!! 

Chapter 966: "Ain Against The World" 

But Ainsley didn't expect to see higher-ups of big guilds, mafia families' higher-ups and even ability 

users' higher ups to be a part of this organization! 

There were even government people involved here! 

Fck! No wonder these people could keep targeting her while still being low-key. 

There were so many informants! And all of them were the organization's core members! 

Seeing the organization's sheer number of members and their size of influence, Ainsley felt like going 

back to her original world. 

This can't do. The organization in Godlif country alone is already so big... 

But there were many branches throughout the world, including on the non-human races' continents! 

Did the Godfather fight this kind of organization in the past? It was no wonder he would fail in the end. 

Just one person's strength couldn't possibly face all of these members from various huge forces. 

Unless she created her own empire with many connections... 

At least the big guild leaders weren't involved in this organization, and only some of the higher-ups were 

involved. 

As long as she remained good friends with the guild leaders and the upcoming guild leaders didn't have 

anything to do with this organization... 

She would be safe. 

No wonder after the first failed attack, the hunters didn't target her anymore. 

It must be because of her rapidly growing influence that involved many huge forces and these huge 

forces' leaders weren't part of the organization. 



Ainsley only realized now that her deep and wide connection with various forces turned out to be her 

life-saving talisman. 

Without that, could she still keep her small life? 

Maybe not. 

What Ainsley didn't know was that...Blair, another transmigrator, also remained safe and sound because 

the Aretha Family actually had a subtle connection with the organization! 

Because of this, some of the organization's higher-ups were forced to turn a blind eye because even if 

Michael or Raphael knew the truth... 

They would be even more excited to protect Blair. 

It was common knowledge among people who knew the existence of transmigrators that transmigrators 

were all unusually strong. 

They also could be super influential people that were recorded in history, such as the first alchemist in 

Godlif country, the Godfather, and so on. 

That's why if Michael and Raphael, who already knew the existence of transmigrators but couldn't 

detect them, also understood that Blair was a transmigrator…. 

They would choose to protect her from death instead. 

They would think that Blair could be the key to their family's growth, and indeed, in Finley's previous 

life, that happened. 

And Blair became one of the most famous mafia figures in the mafia society…even well-known outside 

the mafia society. 

She was treated just like how Ainsley was treated now. 

All the glories and achievements went to Blair. 

A pity…now that Ainsley was leagues better than Blair…all the honour and fame went to Ainsley instead. 

Unfortunately, Ainsley didn't know Blair was also a transmigrator like her. 

And so, Ainsley only felt a deep chill running down her spine as she read the information she got from 

Code-L. 

The organization that wanted to hunt her down...they seemed to be way more powerful than what she 

imagined. 

Ainsley suddenly recalled what the Godfather said about the black market, and as someone who had 

hired an ability user from a black market, Ainsley knew quite a bit about this force. 

It turned out that this strange organization also had a deep root in the black market... 

The black market in Godlif country and other countries might not belong to the same person, but what if 

it belonged to the same organization? 



Ainsley had a hunch that the Godlif country's government also had some influence on the black market. 

Otherwise, how could the government be able to stand against the mafia society when the mafia society 

in the Godlif country was already so developed? 

This whole thing was such a deep conspiracy theory that Ainsley didn't want to think about it for a 

moment. 

What she subconsciously thought was only one thing. 

It seemed that she really had to spread her influence in the Godlif country even further and also spread 

her influence on other countries. 

Zev's latest mission was for her to be well-known throughout the capital city, as popular as the 

Godfather and also had fanatical fans like the Godfather. 

Maybe this mission wasn't issued casually? 

What if Zev had long foreseen the unknown enemy and knew that Ainsley had to be popular among 

ordinary people for a reason? 

Ainsley didn't understand the reasons, but she believed that she had to quickly do the mission and then 

build more guild branches throughout the world– including the non-human races' territories. 

After all, her enemy seemed to be...the whole world. 

Ainsley bit her lips as she put down the tablet and looked up at the Godfather, who had been watching 

her all this time with a complicated face. 

The Godfather actually didn't expect Ainsley to know a lot about the organization this early. 

Her force wasn't as strong as the 7 sacred or 7 great families right now, and she's still growing. 

If she knew that her enemy was such a behemoth... 

Would she fall into deep despair? 

Even the Godfather couldn't escape the organization even though he survived for more than decades. 

Still, in the end, he died young, and his fight against the organization ended just like that. 

Ainsley saw the Godfather's tangled expression and somehow guessed what the spirit was thinking of. 

The baby let out a sigh and spoke in her cute milky voice. 

[Don't be sorry, uncle Godfather. I think I'm glad I know about my enemy this soon.] 

Now that she knew her enemy's size and influence, she finally knew what to do in the future and how to 

counter the enemy! 

Chapter 967: "Insect-type Monsters" 

Anyway, the organization might be large, but it didn't mean they could easily attack someone with a 

huge force for no reason. 



The Godfather was a lone wolf back then and he was a lone expert. No matter how strong he was and 

how many connections he had, he's still alone. 

But Ainsley had a huge force behind her and the connection she had was so enough to make the 

organization not dare to attack her openly for the time being. 

She still had time to develop her force and make herself even more well-known. 

That way, the organization that wanted to keep a low-key attitude would find it hard to attack Ainsley. 

[I am thankful for this information.] 

Ainsley continued her speech in a sweet tone. She didn't blame the Godfather at all or feel despair 

because of the truth. 

[In the future...I can even avoid the members listed in the information or maybe strip their position to 

weaken their overall strength.] 

Ainsley knew a lot of people who turned out to be a part of the mysterious organization and all of them 

held an important position in many forces. 

Coincidentally, she knew the leader of these forces and had a close relationship with them. 

If she wanted these leaders to fire their members...she could just bribe them with inheritance stones. 

Though...some members who had held the positions for a long time would be harder to get fired like 

that. 

Still, Ainsley could weaken the organization's influence in the Godlif country starting from these core 

members. 

And... 

[We caught Vanessa. We can use her small thief organization to work for us and steal the hunters' 

unique abilities.] 

Ainsley still remembered Jake's life advice before. Use your enemy to work for you– that would be the 

worst punishment for your enemies. 

And this is really a good idea, especially when there was a soul oath in this world and betraying someone 

who had sworn a soul oath would cost them their lives. 

How convenient. 

[We can steal those people's abilities and strengthen our own people. How is it?] 

Ainsley's eyes were sparkling as she asked the Godfather for his advice. 

The Godfather heard all the things Ainsley planned to do, and, for a moment, he almost teared up. 

[That...is a good plan.] 

The Godfather felt his heart tremble and something seemed to bloom in his mind. 



That's right. 

Ainsley is his disciple but she's not the same as him. 

She chose a different route to improve her strength and she should be able to stand up against the huge 

organization. 

She doesn't need to be alone because she can befriend many people, recruit them as her allies and fight 

together. 

Ainsley didn't make the same mistake as he did, and maybe in this generation...she would be able to win 

against the hunters. 

The Godfather was touched. If he had tears, he would have shed tears of happiness for Ainsley. 

He watched the small baby from her weakest state to where she was standing now... 

She is still in the process of developing further, but he could already see her final destination. 

Maybe Zev's life mission would end in Ainsley's era. Then, he would be free. 

The Godfather took a deep breath and tried to smile at Ainsley. 

[Lil Lass. Continue to grow stronger. One day...you will change this world.] 

The Godfather had a hunch that Ainsley wouldn't only eliminate the hunter organization but would also 

create something that could change this world. 

And the changes wouldn't be bad but would be good ones. 

Ainsley nodded at the Godfather's encouragement and slowly laid down on her bed. 

[Don't worry, Godfather. I won't let you down. But for now...I need to sleep...] 

The beast and monster tide would arrive in just a few hours and her shift would also start at 7 o'clock in 

the morning. 

She had to wake up an hour before her shift started to prepare. 

In the end, the Godfather stopped talking about the organization and let Ainsley sleep sweetly. 

As for the three hostages plus Vanessa...Code-L was there to keep an eye on them. 

A few hours passed.... 

Early in the morning, around 6 a.m, Ainsley finally woke up. 

The moment she woke up, her phone already turned on automatically and various notifications 

bombarded her phone. 

[Warning. Warning. The first beast and monster tide have arrived! 10 kilometers away from each city 

gate!] 

The message was sent a few hours ago, right when it was dawn. 



The dawn team should have been prepared for this and wouldn't sleep until the morning shift team took 

over their place. 

Ainsley hurriedly washed up, ate breakfast and exchanged information with Nalisha and August. 

"Are you guys ready?" Ainsley asked both Nalisha and August while also asking about the members 

behind them. 

Both Nalisha and August immediately responded solemnly. 

"We are ready, little boss." 

"Ready." 

"Good." Ainsley nodded while chewing her meat buns. The baby's eyes hardly left the tablet in her 

hands. 

The tablet displayed the information of the monsters and beasts that came to invade them a few hours 

ago. 

To be honest, no one knew how the beast and monster tide happened and where they came from, but 

they had always come regularly. 

However, the type of monsters and beasts that came to attack the capital city would be different each 

time. 

This time, their intruders were mainly insect-type monsters and mammal-type beasts. 

There were also a large number of reptile-type monsters and beasts which means these monsters would 

very likely be the night force among the monster and beast tide. 

But once the sun shone over the horizon, the insect-type monsters and mammal-type beasts would be 

the ones taking over the shift to attacking the capital city. 

So structured and intelligent! 

Chapter 968: "The Battle Starts" 

 

Even the beasts and monsters were this intelligent... 

They weren't just attacking blindly and it means in each beast & monster tide, there had always been a 

commander. 

And it was quite strange for monsters to coexist with beasts when usually, both sides would see the 

other party as prey or enemies. 

This was why the annual beast and monster tide couldn't be underestimated at all. 

Ainsley studied the newly updated information and shared them with Nalisha, who would be the main 

force representing the Sloan Family. 



"Nalisha, how is our guild members' proficiency in taming insect-type monsters and mammal-type 

beasts?" 

Generally, it was easier to charm beasts because beasts had high intelligence and could understand 

affection. 

On the other hand, the monsters followed their instincts which means to tame them using charm; the 

tamer had to give off a family vibe or simply arouse the monsters' lust to breed. 

The insects were one of the monster types that were the weakest against natural breeding instinct or 

lust. 

But they also had the lowest affinity or affection toward family members. 

Ainsley was quite worried about this because most of her guild members leaned more to family-type 

charm when used on monsters and beasts. 

To Ainsley's surprise, Nalisha was calm when facing the baby's question. 

The woman slowly reported what she knew about her team members. 

"Although most of our guild members have family-type charm when used on monsters or beasts, we 

have also learned to charm monsters or beasts without being their families." 

In other words, they could condense their charm ability to create pheromones that could confuse 

monsters and beasts into thinking that the tamers were their mates. 

This was risky because some monsters and beasts became violent when they were in estrus or when 

they were about to mate. 

But as long as the monsters and beasts could lower their guard and allow the tamers to bind them using 

the contract scroll... 

Everything would be okay. 

After all, not everyone could have a luck boost like Ainsley, which enabled the baby to charm monsters 

with low intelligence just as fine as when she's charming beasts. 

Hearing about charm ability condensed into pheromones, Ainsley was quite surprised. 

"You guys managed to do that? I know I talked about this pheromone thing before, but it was just a 

hypothesis. I didn't think it would really work!" 

Ainsley wasn't always at the guild, so she didn't know that her people already started to experiment on 

their own. 

And they made another breakthrough! 

Although only a small part of the members had successfully acquired this new skill to create 

pheromones out of their charm abilities... 

It was still a breakthrough. 



And the one leading the breakthrough was none other than Nalisha. 

Ainsley was even more determined to make Nalisha the Godlif country Irregular Tamer's guild leader. 

She deserved to be a guild leader with her achievements! 

Nalisha could see Ainsley's joy, and the woman's eyes also warmed up. 

"It's all thanks to you, guild founder. Without your theory and basic foundation, we won't be able to 

make this breakthrough..." 

But anyway, with this breakthrough, they could charm insect-type monsters and capture them too! 

"Okay, okay, all of us contributed to this breakthrough." 

Ainsley didn't want to talk more about who contributed to this breakthrough and shifted the 

conversation to the battle strategy instead. 

"First of all, let's ask all the members who can create pheromones to deal with the insect-type 

monsters." 

Ainsley paused for a few seconds to let Nalisha process her words before she continued. 

"The rest of the team should be distributed to face the mammal-type beasts and other monsters aside 

from the insect type." 

"Get it, guild founder." Nalisha saluted Ainsley without standing up. 

The woman had sorted out the baby's command in her mind, and she instantly felt the need to share 

this information to the guild members. 

But the instruction wasn't over yet. 

Ainsley looked at Nalisha and sighed. "You know that we will be fighting for 6 whole hours, right?" 

"I know." 

"Then we should also divide the guild members into smaller teams so that they won't have to fight for 

six hours straight." 

There were around 600 members who came to the capital, just right for 6 hours. 

But Ainsley decided to divide them into three teams consisting of 200 members. 

Each 200-member team would have to fight the beast and monster tide for two whole hours before 

their companion replaced their shift. 

"You can also make smaller teams such as ten-men teams or maybe the five-men team to make things 

easier, " Ainsley added. 

With that, Nalisha immediately announced the instruction via the guild special app. 

Yes. Nalisha already got some authority to announce the news through the guild app. 



Well, for now, she could only inform the people who came to the capital and not all the members 

recorded in the guild app, though. 

Ainsley created a huge chat group for all the members who came to the capital and so, it was easy for 

Nalisha to announce the instruction. 

After she did this, she asked the little loli team leader, her right-hand woman, who would be the future 

guild's vice leader, to supervise the teaming up process. 

[Make sure they create their 200-members group and smaller groups with ten people or five people.] 

[Okay, boss Nal!] 

Within an hour, the guild members were already divided into groups and they all departed to the main 

city gate and climbed the wall. 

Ainsley also finished her breakfast early and departed to the main city gate with August and Nalisha. 

As for Jake, because his shift was at night, he was still sleeping to preserve his energy. 

It didn't take long for Ainsley to arrive at the main city gate. 

Finally…it's time to fight! 
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The sun shone over the horizon, and the sky slowly turned blue. 

It was close to 7 a.m, and fifteen minutes before the morning shift started, there would be a shift 

transition. 

Half of the previous shift's members would slowly withdraw while the new shift's members would slowly 

take over the old members' job. 

With this, by the time it was 7 o'clock, the frontline had changed its soldiers, and the morning shift 

members would have occupied their places without disturbing the battle rhythm. 

The transition process went smoothly, and by the time it was 7 o'clock, the morning shift in charge of 

the main city gate had firmly occupied their places. 

Lescorpio and his team were already boarding the small floating cars made by Thomas and his family. 

Thomas himself and his people had already started to bombard the nearest monsters and beasts to the 

city gate using their weapons. 

Scob had started to distribute medicine, supplies, and so on. 



Dskyla and her Valkyrie army could be seen flying over their heads and slowly battling the flying-type 

monsters outside of the city barrier. 

Soon, it was Ainsley and her people's turn to do their job. 

Ainsley didn't send her people out of the city barrier like the Lescorpio team, but the guild members 

could still tame the surrounding monsters and beasts. 

The first time Ainsley and her people arrived at the city wall, they were shocked by the sight they saw in 

front of them. 

Flat areas surrounded the capital city, and there weren't many trees until it reached the forest area. 

Thus, they could see all the monsters and beasts running toward the city wall. 

Dust and murky fog could be seen over the horizon, showing how many beasts and monsters were still 

on the way to attack their city. 

Then, looking at the nearest area to the city wall... 

It was densely packed with monsters and beasts, so much so that from above, they looked like a bunch 

of black ants. 

The monsters and beasts were also quite chaotic enough to accidentally kill their own people. 

However, the sheer number of the monsters and beasts were enough to compensate for that. 

Even worse, some beasts and monsters were cannibals, so when their races died, the carcass was 

instantly surrounded. 

These monsters and beasts didn't hesitate to eat their own kinds! 

Blood, limbs, horn, skin and other vital parts could be seen scattered throughout the battlefield. 

The pungent smell of monsters and beasts' blood even assaulted Ainsley's nose when she was quite far 

away from the ground. 

While they were fighting, the monsters and beasts would also ram into the city wall or climb them. 

It was normal to feel the city wall shake slightly or see many types of blood and other stains over the city 

wall. 

Even worse, since the beast and monster tide never stopped from the start to now, one could also see a 

lot of human corpses on the flat area. 

Each corpse would have missing parts such as the head, the limbs, the lower body, and so on. 

It really showed how brutal the battle was for the melee combatants. 

Those who had never seen such a scene would puke when they saw it for the first time, and indeed, 

some guild members almost fainted. 

Ainsley could do nothing about it and could only urge the other guild members to start taming monsters 

and beasts. 



"1st team! Hurry and tame the nearest beasts and monsters! If you can, pick the middle-level beasts and 

monsters to tame." 

Because the low-level ones wouldn't be that useful for them to use it on the battlefield. 

The low-level monsters and beasts were all usually killed by Thomas' weapons, so they could focus on 

taming the middle-level monsters and beasts. 

"Roger, guild founder!" The first 200 people shouted at the same time and hurriedly dispersed. 

Then, they started to target some monsters and beasts near the city gate and expanded their charm 

ability scope so that it could touch the target. 

The 30 elite members, the core of the guild, could even target many monsters or beasts at the same 

time! 

This was the first time everyone saw how the Irregular Tamer guild fought and when they saw the 

monsters or beasts slowly following the guild members' instructions... 

The onlookers, mainly the morning shift members at the main gate, were all secretly shocked. 

Scob's people and Thomas' people, who were at the rear, were the first to talk about the irregular 

tamers. 

"Did you see those tamers? I only saw a pink aura here and there, and the monsters suddenly obeyed 

them!" 

"Damn it. They tamed the monsters and beasts so fast! And those are mid-level ones!" 

"The rumors really aren't exaggerated. The Irregular Tamers can tame monsters and beasts faster than 

the monster or beast tamers!" 

"Look, most of them can even tame more than one beast or monster and then let them run ramparts to 

fight their kinds." 

"This is quite a good strategy. Fighting poison with poison and fighting beast or monster with beast or 

monster." 

"Yeah. We won't sacrifice too many lives this way." 

"Damn...even their ability range is quite vast, isn't it? They're all standing at the city wall, and it is far 

from the ground, but they can still tame their targets." 

"Some of them even targeted the flying insect-type monsters and beasts above." 

The guild members remembered what Ainsley said about taming monsters and beasts in this wild tide. 

They had to use the tamed monster or beast to fight other wild monsters and beasts, and if their tamed 

targets could still survive after their shift ended, they could bring back the tamed goods. 

Still, they showed off their abilities so well that they amazed the onlookers! 
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It wasn't hard to cure the wounded beasts and monsters because Scob even prepared medicines made 

of their crops that could heal wounded beasts and monsters. 

But just one tamed monster or beast couldn't possibly survive fighting so many other beasts and 

monsters for two hours straight. 

Thus, after taming one monster or beast, the tamer had to tame another one while keeping their reign 

over the previously tamed targets. 

This needed heavy concentration and good skills in managing their abilities. 

Some of the members who couldn't achieve this state had to bring their tamed targets up the city wall 

and bind them with the temporary contract scroll before letting them fight the rest of the wild monsters 

or beasts. 

This undoubtedly slowed down the fighting rhythm, but such members weren't a lot. 

Mainly only those who had just gotten their license a day before they departed to the capital did this 

strategy. 

The others were all proficient and didn't need to slow down their battle rhythm just because of this. 

While the guild members were busy taming monsters and beasts here and there, Ainsley was also not 

idle. 

She acted as a busy helper who would save some of her morning shift members who were in danger. 

For example, she's now boarding a small flying car that could fly just like the flying-type beasts. 

She's currently patrolling the area, guarding Lescorpio and his people. 

Whenever there were monsters or beasts that would kill Lescorpio's people, Ainsley tamed them within 

seconds. 

Then, she would also occasionally let the Godfather possess her so that she could use her blood 

manipulation ability to slaughter the low-level monsters and beasts. 

Ainsley's assistance was a huge help to Lescorpio's group and even Dskyla's group could feel the effect. 

Whenever they were in danger, it was as if Ainsley had eyes all over the place. 

The threatening monsters or beasts would die within seconds before they could kill people. 

Because of this, the morning shift team's mortality rate was lower than other shift teams, all thanks to 

Ainsley. 

In this six-hour fight, Ainsley used all her concentration to keep as many people alive as possible. 

Only then did Lescorpio and the others understood why the Sloan Family's mortality rate was so low 

whenever they fought in a war. 

It turned out that Ainsley wasn't only fighting her enemies but also helping her people to avoid death. 

As long as they could still be healed, they wouldn't die even when they lost their arms or legs. 



Ainsley didn't care whether the members were disabled or not. 

As long as they remained alive, her mission was considered a success. 

Because of this, the members might not be able to join a war after their previous injuries, but they were 

all alive and could continue to contribute to the family through other routes. 

And Ainsley's action of protecting her people from the gate of death made these people even more loyal 

to her. 

A lot of her people weren't afraid of death and could fight with all of their hearts because they knew 

that their boss would do her best to keep them alive, even if the possibility was close to zero. 

Ainsley indeed couldn't help all the people who participated in the war and death was imminent, but if 

she could save one more life, she wouldn't hesitate to do that. 

With the 'guardian angel' Ainsley behind them, the morning shift team reaped the lives of so many 

monsters and beasts that they actually did better than the previous shift's members! 

They killed more beasts and monsters compared to the previous shift, but at the same time, their 

mortality rate was way lower. 

When their morning shift ended and the researcher collected the battle data, they all amazed the 

researcher and the staff. 

Since the researcher and the staff would also send the battle data to all the people who participated in 

this event, Ainsley's morning shift team also amazed other shifts. 

Once the first day of fighting is officially over at midnight and the new dawn shift fought for the second 

time, those who didn't fight finally see their battle data. 

And the morning shift's battle data, the team assigned to the main city gate, had the best battle data 

over other teams and changes. 

[Is this possible? They killed so many beasts and monsters, but their mortality rate is lower than other 

teams!] 

One of the big bosses chatted on the huge group chat, and more people started to question the battle 

data they received today. 

[Who are the people assigned to the morning shift team, main city gate area?] 

[Here's the list ???, Oh hey, they're not first-class forces. Only the little mafia boss can be considered a 

first-class force.] 

[Yes, yes. But their result is better than most of us!] 

[Is there a data error? Do the staff and the researcher team have the battle video of this main city gate 

team?] 

[Look at the official website. You can see all the battle videos, the monsters and beasts encyclopedia and 

many other information.] 



The official website was only visible to the parties who participated in this cleaning up event, and it 

contained a lot of information relevant to their battles. 

A lot of bosses would take this chance to evaluate how their people did over their job and analyze their 

next battle strategy using the data sent to the official website. 

After all, the monsters and beasts that came in the first few days would be way weaker than those who 

arrived in the last few days. 

The monsters and beasts that came late would all be elites, and the fight would be way more intense. 

They still had a long way to end this year's beast and monster tide! 

 


